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Abstract: The use of rubrics in the evaluation of oral presentations has been associated with several
benefits for students. However, it is unknown whether students with better academic marks and
greater self-regulation find the use of rubrics more useful or not. This paper aims to assess the
relationship between how students perceive the use of a rubric and their academic characteristics,
and to analyze the congruence between the professor’s and students’ evaluations when using the
rubric. Eighty-five students studying for a Degree in Sport Sciences participated in this study. A
rubric for oral presentations was used to assess the students’ performance. The students then filled
out a questionnaire about their perception of the validity of the rubric, an assessment of academic
performance, and a self-regulation questionnaire. Inverse correlations were observed between the
academic record and two items of the rubric validity perception (r < −0.24). Direct correlations were
also found between learning oriented self-regulation and four items of the rubric validity perception
(r > 0.22). There was very good congruence between the professor’s and students’ marks when using
the rubric (ICC = 0.78). The results suggest that the rubric used is a good instrument to ensure fair
and consistent evaluations, despite possible differences between evaluators.

Keywords: rubric; assessment; professor–student congruence of evaluation; oral presentation;
self-regulation; academic marks

1. Introduction

Traditionally, university education has been considered an instructional phase ex-
clusively directed at checking the degree of knowledge acquired by the student, with-
out considering the student’s ability to learn or the learning process [1]. However, ac-
tive student-focused teaching methods aim to enhance the learning process and develop
transversal skills such as communication skills or teamwork [1–4]. One of the new univer-
sity educational model objectives is to prepare students for their possible future job roles,
including an improvement in communication skills [5,6]. Although oral presentations are
the most common method employed for developing these communication skills, teaching
and learning how to do this properly is a complex task because of the number of different
aspects involved (content, formal, temporal, and others) and the variety of applicable
evaluation criteria [6–8]. There is, therefore, a need to unify criteria and appraisals in this
field. Establishing and using rubrics is a useful tool for evaluating these skills, since they
allow us to align the teaching, learning and evaluation processes [9,10].

A rubric can be defined as a guide that clarifies the criteria used to evaluate the
quality and level of skills development achieved by the students [11]. In general, rubrics
are made up of three essential elements: evaluation criteria, descriptors and/or quality
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levels, and rating or scoring strategies [12]. Some of the benefits associated with the use
of rubrics are: (a) higher quality learning, given the focus of attention on positive criteria
in preparing work; (b) a simpler and more accurate self-evaluation of students; (c) more
valid evaluations by teachers on the level of skills acquisition; and d) being able to offer
more specific feedback to students on the quality of their work or performance, and so
highlighting the aspects to be improved [13,14]. Moreover, it has also been observed that
the use of rubrics reduces students’ complaints about their marks, reduces their anxiety,
and increases their perception of the quality of their work [15–17].

However, although the use of rubrics has begun to increase in the university context, it
is still scarce in relation to other methods [10], due to professors’ distrust of their reliability
and validity in evaluating the academic performance of students [12,14,18]. Although
various studies have shown that students positively perceived the use of rubrics [15,16,19],
in some cases, students did not believe that their performance had improved, but that
they had performed the task more in accordance with the rubric’s demands [15]. On
this issue, of whether rubrics can be more beneficial for some kinds of students than
others there is still scarce knowledge. Moreover, Priego Quesada et al. [20] observed that
a group with a higher academic mark perceived the use of a rubric more positively. It
has also been suggested that there is a relationship between the co-creation of rubrics
and the improvement of self-regulation and self-efficacy towards learning and academic
performance [21]. Self-regulation is a student’s self-initiated and cyclic process in which
they self-represent a task, plan how to carry it out depending on their expectations, assess
its realization, be faced with difficulties and emotions, and make attributions concerning the
origin of the outcomes [22,23]. Alonso-Tapia et al. [24] define two styles of self-regulation:
(1) learning-oriented (implying positive emotions), when students focus on the process
and experience progress, leading them to maintain motivation to continue with the task;
and (2) performance/avoidance-oriented (implying negative emotions), when students
are not able to manage stress due to the difficulty of the task, thus leading them to avoid
it. In this sense, it is known that higher self-regulation enhances learning motivation and
students’ satisfaction with their own work [24]. However, it is unknown whether students
with greater self-regulation find the use of rubrics more useful or not.

Various studies have evaluated the reproducibility of a rubric between peer evalua-
tors [1,8,25]. This is an important aspect for ensuring the quality of rubric use by different
professors of the same subject. Unifying the criteria can be favorable for examiners, instruc-
tors, and learners because it can increase the quality of instruction, and their functionality
as a guideline in terms of learning expectations and fostering critical reflection on perfor-
mance [25,26]. However, there is sometimes a shared evaluation between the professor and
students, and in this case, the professor–student congruence/agreement could be lower
because both profiles have different knowledge, experiences, expectations, etc.

The objectives of this study were to assess the relationship between the perception of
using a rubric and the academic characteristics of students (academic mark performance
and self-regulation), and to analyze the congruence between professor’s and students’
evaluations when using a rubric. We hypothesized that students with better self-regulation
and academic marks would also have better marks using rubrics. We also hypothesized
that professor’s and students’ evaluations would show a high level of agreement due to
the clarity of the rubric’s criteria.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Participants

The intervention was carried out during the 2019–2020 academic year, in the subject
“Methodology of the Teaching of Physical Activity and Sport” of the Degree in Sciences of
Physical Activity and Sport. This degree course is taught at the Department of Physical
Education and Sports of the University of Valencia (Valencia, Spain). The subject is a core
course and is taught in the first semester of the third year of the degree. That academic year,
123 students enrolled in this subject. However, for our analysis, only the 85 participants
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who reported their perception of the validity of the rubric were considered (63 males and
22 females, 21 ± 2 years old). The professor who carried out the intervention was a male of
33 years old, with 5 years of experience teaching at the university.

2.2. Design of the Intervention

The intervention was put into practice in the unit of the subject where the different
teaching styles applicable to the sciences of physical activity and sport take place [27].
In this unit, the professor introduced the topic in two sessions (the first session was an
introduction, and in the second one he trained the students in the use of the rubric). Several
sessions were then held where the students presented the different teaching styles through
oral presentations. Finally, the professor provided conclusions to close the unit in a final
session. The students made a total of 18 oral presentations. The regulations for oral
presentations consisted of the following points:

• The composition of the teams was made by the professor in accordance with the
criterion of alphabetical order on the list.

• The teams were composed of between 5 and 7 students.
• The duration of the presentation had to be between 25 and 35 min.
• On the same day as the evaluation, the teams were given a sheet with the presentation

divided into parts in line with the number of participants, and the professor decided
which member should present each of the parts. The aim of this was that all the
members had to know the whole presentation.

• In each oral presentation, both the professor and the students who were not making
the presentation had to evaluate the team using a rubric. The final mark of the oral
presentation was made up 60% by the professor, 30% by the students, and 10% in the
form of self-evaluation.

• Before the students were given their mark, they were asked to fill out an anonymous
questionnaire on their perception of the validity of the rubric and another on their
self-regulation.

The temporal distribution of the intervention is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Temporal distribution of the intervention.

Task Date
Rubric training 10 October 2019

Oral presentations From 22 October 2019 to 7 November 2019
Completion of the questionnaire on perception of

the validity of the rubric and on self-regulation 7 November 2019

Publication of oral presentation marks 10 December 2019

2.3. Rubric

A modified version of the rubric, developed and evaluated by García-Ros [1] (Table 2),
was used as a rubric to assess the oral presentations. The only aspect modified from the
original version was the inclusion of an extra score of 0.5 points if students incorporated
creative and innovative elements in their presentation.

Table 2. Rubric used for the oral presentations. Modified and translated from García-Ros [1].

1. Basic Principles (30%)
Inadequate 0 To Improve 1 Appropriate 2 Very Appropriate 3

Mastery and
understanding of the topic

Does not master or
understand the subject

Shows a good
understanding of parts of

the topic, but not some
of them

Shows a good
understanding of parts of

the topic

Expresses a complete and
deep understanding of

the subject
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Table 2. Cont.

1. Basic Principles (30%)
Inadequate 0 To Improve 1 Appropriate 2 Very Appropriate 3

Content planning and
organization Have not planned

Difficult to follow speech
and inconsistent

connections, indicating
poor planning and

little effort

Follows a proper general
outline, even if he/she

gets lost or needs to pay
more attention to details

Well planned speech, links
topics logically
and coherently

2. Application and exemplification (30%)
Inadequate 0 To improve 1 Appropriate 2 Very appropriate 3

Consistency with the
theoretical model

The developed example is
not consistent with

the model

The example developed is
consistent with the model,
although various aspects

are not adequately captured

The example developed is
consistent with the
theoretical model,

although it would need to
refine some specific aspect

The example developed is
consistent with the
theoretical model

Model clarification and
audience motivation

Selected example is
confusing and does not fit

the model

The example does not
clarify adequately and is

not motivating for
the audience

The example does not
clarify adequately OR is

not motivating for
the audience

The example is clarifying
and motivating for

the audience

3. Visual support (20%)
Inadequate 0 To improve 1 Appropriate 2 Very appropriate 3

Number and explanation
of slides

It does not meet the
number and adequacy

requirements in its
explanation.

Uses an inappropriate
number of slides, but tries

to explain them

Adequate number of
slides, although imprecise

explanation of some
of them

Adequate number of
slides and relevant

explanation of them

Suitability of the slides

It incorporates slides that
are not relevant to the

topic, they do not facilitate
the understanding or

motivation of
the audience.

Although most of them
are related to the topic,
they do not favor their
understanding or the

motivation of the audience

All are related to the topic
and facilitate material

understanding, although
some are not connected

with speech or suffer
from amenity

All are related to the topic
and connection with the
discourse, facilitating the

understanding of the
material, and

are entertaining/
attention-grabbing

Readability
Illegible, overwhelming

use of colors, abuse of text
and paragraphs

Handwriting readable by
approximately 85%

audience, excessive length
in mostly slides.

Inadequate color contrast

Handwriting readable for
the entire audience, more

than 5 lines per slide.
Adequate contrast

of colors

No more than 5 lines per
slide, font legible for the

entire audience, adequate
contrast of colors

Relevance and
appropriateness of
images/diagrams

Does not use or distract
According to content,

although not relevant and
low resolution

Relevant, consistent with
content on most occasions,

but little resolution

Relevant, consistent with
content, and with

adequate resolution

Sequencing, animations,
slide transitions

No order, excessive or no
use. Animation and

transition that
facilitate distraction

Logical order, although
animation is missing and

only applies transitions on
some slide, or does

both improperly

Logical order, animation
of unimportant points or

transitions that
impede attention

Animation of important
points, helps focus

attention on what is
important and avoids

being distracted
4. Communication skills (20%)

Inadequate 0 To improve 1 Appropriate 2 Very appropriate 3

Volume and tone of voice
Too low to be heard by all

and excessively
monotonous

Loud enough to be heard
around 70% of the time by

everyone and/or
inappropriate tone

(monotonous, boring)

Loud enough to be heard
by all and adequate tone

of voice around 90%

Loud enough and with an
appropriate tone of voice
to be heard by the entire

audience

Clarity in speech
Little clarity. Often

mumbles and
mispronounces words

Speaks clearly 85–90% of
the time and

mispronounces
numerous words

He speaks clearly 90–95%
of the time, although he

mispronounces
some words

Speak clearly practically
all of the time.

Pauses and use of taglines

Doesn’t use pauses on
purpose. Tagline abuse.

Large number of
incomplete sentences

Inadequate number of
pauses –by excess or

defect-, introduce some at
unexpected moments or
frequently use taglines
(um . . . , ehhh . . . , well

. . . etc.). Uses a lot of
incomplete sentences

Uses pauses correctly but
introduces some in an un-
expected/inappropriate

way. Uses taglines on
several occasions (um . . . ,

ehhh . . . , good . . . etc.).
Uses incomplete sentences
more than 5% of the time

Use pauses correctly and
at the end of sentences.
Use complete sentences

more than 95% of the time

Posture and eye contact
Does not maintain eye

contact and body posture
is inadequate

Sometimes maintains an
upright posture and

maintains eye contact with
the audience, but less than

90% of the time

Upright posture and
makes eye contact with

everyone, although some
indicators of

tension/disinterest
are observed

Straight back, relaxed and
confident posture, make

eye contact with everyone
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Table 2. Cont.

5. Innovation and creativity (+0.5)
If creative and innovative elements have been incorporated, +0.5 can be added to the final grade. In the case of peer evaluation, this +0.5 will be

considered if it is requested by more than 50% of the evaluations.

2.4. Rubric Validity Perception Questionnaire

A questionnaire, designed with Google Forms (Google, Mountain View, CA, USA),
was used to evaluate the students’ perception of the validity and usefulness of the rubric.
This questionnaire consisted of 9 items (see items in Table 4), using a 5-level Likert scale,
from “not at all agree” to “strongly agree”. In addition, the total validity perception score
was considered as the sum of the scores of all the items. The questionnaire was carried out
by a total of 85 participants anonymously. The questionnaire was previously validated [20]
and was delivered via online format.

2.5. Assessment of Academic Performance

The academic performance of the 85 students was characterized by different marks:
the mark given by the students that attended the oral presentation, the mark given by the
professor for the oral presentation, the final mark for the oral presentation (considering
students and professor’s marks), the final mark for the subject, and the mean mark in the
degree obtained at the moment of the questionnaire.

2.6. Self-Regulation Questionnaire

The “Emotion and Motivation Self-Regulation Questionnaire” (EMSR-Q) was used to
analyze student self-regulation [24]. This questionnaire includes 20 items that are answered
on a 5-Likert scale, from “never” to “always”. The items are grouped into two scales:
learning oriented self-regulation (with 8 items) and performance/avoidance oriented self-
regulation (with 12 items) (Table 3). The first scale includes actions that are oriented to
learning objectives, so the higher the value on this scale, the more positive the effect of
learning oriented self-regulation (reliability α = 0.84) [24]. The second scale includes actions
that show a lack of self-regulation or performance orientation, so the higher the value on
this scale, the more negative the actions will be for learning performance (reliability α =
0.77) [24]. This questionnaire was also designed with Google Forms (Google, Mountain
View, CA, USA) and was delivered via online format.

Table 3. Emotion and motivation self-regulation questionnaire (EMSR_Q) [24].

Items of the Emotion and Motivation Self-Regulation Questionnaire
Learning-oriented self-regulation (α = 0.84)

1 This is going O.K.! . . . It seems that I understand it.

2 Calm down . . . “Do not hurry, do not stop” . . . You’ll get it.

3 Well . . . It seems that every time I do it better . . . I’m progressing . . .

4 How interesting! It seems to me that I understand it.

5 How difficult, but how interesting! . . . I have to understand how to do it.

6 This is not right . . . I’m going to check it step by step.

7 How complicated! . . . Well, I’ll go on . . . it is important to learn how to solve it.

8 Here was the mistake! Great! Next time I will know how to do it.
Performance/avoidance oriented self-regulation (α = 0.77)

9 This is not worth my time . . . Let’s try to finish it as soon as possible

10 This task is a complete loss of time!

11 What instructions so long! They only make me confused.

12 What a boring task! Let’s see if I finish and leave.
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Table 3. Cont.

Items of the Emotion and Motivation Self-Regulation Questionnaire

13 I’m dead tired . . . Well, I had to go on to pass.

14 I must go on . . . if I do not, I’ll fail.

15 What a mess! Well . . . Go on . . . if not you won’t pass the exam.

16 What a tiring task! . . . But I have to pass . . . Let’s continue.

17 What a stressful task! I’m doing it very bad . . . It’s so difficult!

18 This is so difficult . . . I am not going to be able to make it right.

19 I am not made for doing this. If I could, I would give it up.

20 I am getting nervous . . . I’m not able to do it.

3. Statistical Analysis

The statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 26 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).
Data were reported as mean (standard deviation). Relationships between students’ per-
ception of the validity and usefulness of the rubric and their academic characteristics
(academic marks performance and self-regulation) were assessed using bivariate Pearson
correlations. Significant correlations (p < 0.05) were classified as weak (±0.2 < r < ± 0.5),
moderate (±0.5 ≤ r < ± 0.8), or strong (r ≥ ±0.8) [28]. In addition, the intraclass correlation
coefficient (ICC) based on a mean rater measurement, absolute agreement, and 2-way
random-effects model was calculated between the professor’s and students’ (those who
attended the oral presentation) marks. The following classification of ICC values was
used [29]: values 1.00 to 0.81 (excellent reproducibility), 0.80 to 0.61 (very good), 0.60 to
0.41 (good), 0.40 to 0.21 (reasonable), and from 0.20 to 0.00 (poor). Finally, as the marks
for oral presentations provided by the students and the professor presented a non-normal
distribution (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test; p < 0.05), the differences between both marks were
assessed by Wilcoxon test. The effect size (ESr) of the difference obtained was calculated
as Z statistic divided by square root of the sample size and classified as small (ESr ≥ 0.1),
moderate (ESr ≥ 0.3), or large (ESr ≥ 0.5) [30]. The level of statistical significance was set at
p < 0.05.

4. Results
4.1. Relationship between Students’ Perception of the Validity and Usefulness of the Rubric and
Academic Characteristics of Students

Table 4 shows the values obtained about the students’ perception of the validity and
usefulness of the rubric. The rubric was valued in most of the items with average values
higher than four (corresponding to the valuations between “Agree” and “Strongly agree”).

Table 5 shows the mean and SD values of the academic characteristics and self-
regulation of the students assessed.

Table 6 shows Pearson’s correlation between rubric perception, academic performance,
and self-regulation. Weak inverse correlations were observed between the academic record
and the appropriateness item on the use of rubrics to evaluate a speech (r = −0.28), and
the ease-of-use rubric item (r = −0.24). Moreover, weak direct correlations were found
between learning-oriented self-regulation and the appropriateness of items in the rubric
(r = 0.22), the fairness of evaluations using the rubric (r = 0.24), the satisfaction with the
rubric (r = 0.34), and the total rating (r = 0.29). Another important point to observe is the
correlation between the final oral presentation mark and the perception of obtaining a good
mark with the rubric (r = 0.22).
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Table 4. Mean (standard deviation) of the students’ perception of the validity and usefulness of
the rubric.

Item Mean
(SD)

1. I have found it very appropriate to assess the presentations. 4.3 (0.6)
2. I found it very easy to use. 4.5 (0.7)

3. The number of items was adequate. 4.1 (0.9)
4. It was easy for each item to know the assessment of each group. 4.0 (0.7)

5. Having the rubric it is easier to prepare a presentation to get a good mark. 4.3 (0.8)
6. With the rubric you can evaluate more fairly. 4.1 (0.7)

7. The rubric has helped us to prepare the presentation. 3.9 (1.0)
8. The rubric includes the most important aspects of the presentation to evaluate. 4.1 (0.7)

9. I recommend using the rubric in future years 4.4 (0.6)
10. Total rating (sum of all items; maximum rating = 45). 37.7 (4.0)

Table 5. Mean and standard deviation (SD) of the academic characteristics and self-regulation of the
students assessed.

Academic Characteristic Mean (SD)
Oral presentation mark provided by students (max 10 points) 8.5 (0.6)
Oral presentation mark provided by professor (max 10 points) 8.7 (0.9)

Final oral presentation mark (max 10 points) 8.8 (0.7)
Subject mark (max 10 points) 8.2 (1.3)

Academic record (max 10 points) 7.7 (0.6)
Self-regulation Mean (SD)

Learning oriented self-regulation (max 40 points) 28.9 (4.5)
Performance/avoidance oriented self-regulation (max 60 points) 35.7 (7.4)

Table 6. Pearson’s correlation between rubric perception, academic performance, and self-regulation.

Pearson’s Correlation (p-Value)

Item Final Oral
Presentation Mark Subject Mark Academic Record Self-Regulation

Learning
Self-Regulation

Performance
1. I have found it very

appropriate to assess the
presentations.

0.01 (0.94) −0.15 (0.16) −0.28 (0.01) 0.08 (0.45) 0.01 (0.90)

2. I found it very easy to use. −0.04 (0.74) −0.15 (0.16) −0.24 (0.03) 0.08 (0.45) −0.06 (0.59)
3. The number of items

was adequate. 0.01 (0.96) −0.05 (0.64) −0.19 (0.08) 0.22 (0.04) −0.04 (0.74)

4. It was easy for each item to
know the assessment of

each group.
0.01 (0.97) 0.04 (0.73) −0.12 (0.29) 0.10 (0.34) −0.04 (0.72)

5. Having the rubric it is easier
to prepare a presentation to get

a good mark.
0.22 (0.04) 0.04 (0.69) −0.10 (0.39) 0.19 (0.08) −0.01 (0.93)

6. With the rubric you can
evaluate more fairly. 0.04 (0.71) 0.01 (0.92) −0.13 (0.23) 0.24 (0.03) −0.03 (0.79)

7. The rubric has helped us to
prepare the presentation. 0.13 (0.25) 0.06 (0.56) 0.06 (0.60) 0.13 (0.23) −0.07 (0.52)

8. The rubric includes the most
important aspects of the
presentation to evaluate.

−0.15 (0.16) −0.18 (0.11) −0.02 (0.86) 0.20 (0.07) −0.12 (0.26)

9. I recommend using the rubric
in future years. −0.14 (0.21) −0.14 (0.20) −0.16 (0.16) 0.34 (0.002) −0.09 (0.41)

10. Total rating (sum of all
items; maximum rating = 45). 0.03 (0.79) −0.08 (0.47) −0.20 (0.07) 0.29 (0.008) −0.08 (0.45)

4.2. Professor–Student Congruence of Evaluation

Very good congruence was observed between the professor’s and students’ (those who
attended the oral presentation) marks when using the rubric (ICC = 0.78). The professor’s
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mark was higher than the mark provided by the students, with a moderate effect size
(8.7 (0.9) vs. 8.5 (0.6) points respectively; p < 0.01, ESr = 0.32).

5. Discussion

The purpose of this research was to evaluate the relationship between the perception
of the use of rubrics and the academic characteristics of students (academic marks perfor-
mance and self-regulation), and to analyze the congruence between the professor’s and the
students’ evaluations when using the rubric. The main finding of the study was that the aca-
demic record was negatively correlated with some of the items in the perception of the use
of rubrics. Additionally, a positive correlation between the learning oriented self-regulation
and some of the items in the perception of the use of rubrics was observed. Finally, there
was a very good congruence between the professor’s and the students’ evaluations.

It is important to understand the relationship between the perception of the validity of
the rubrics and the performance of the student [6], both in the case of the whole academic
record and in the case of the subject where the rubric was applied. It has been suggested
that the use of the rubrics improves the educational process using alternative and novel
forms of evaluation, and it is also consistent and precise [12,14,31]. In this context, in the
present study, no clear relationship was observed between the perception of validity of the
rubric and academic performance. In the first place, no validity perception variable of the
rubric was related to the subject mark. It is important to highlight that most of the items of
the perception of validity of the rubric focus on oral presentation (specifically items one,
five, seven, and eight), whereas the subject mark depends on more parts of the subject than
just the oral presentation (e.g., exams, class tasks, practical sessions, etc.). Therefore, since
the subject mark is so broken down, there may be a significant number of students who
have obtained high marks for the subject for being outstanding in other aspects than the
oral presentation, which would explain the lack of correlation with these items. Moreover,
it is possible that this lack of correlation on all the items could be due to the small variability
between the marks, so that stronger correlations could not exist [32]. It has been found
that the use of rubrics enhances the performance of students [33–36], which could explain
the higher marks observed in our study. In this sense, the students who obtained a higher
mark in the oral presentation did value the use of the rubric more positively for achieving
a better grade. This can be explained by the fact that the rubrics are not only used to assess
but also to teach/learn how to perform a task properly [34]. Therefore, special care must be
taken to avoid the danger of using a rubric in teaching solely for a test, without learning
in general [37]. Future studies should investigate these aspects with higher variability of
marks between students.

Nevertheless, the results of the present study also showed a negative correlation
between the academic record and the appropriateness of the use of rubrics for evaluating a
speech, and also between academic record and the ease of use of the rubric. This means
that students with higher academic records valued the use of rubrics as a tool to evaluate
their presentations more negatively, as well as their ease of use. These results, however,
should be treated with caution as they present a weak correlation (±0.2 < r < ±0.5). A
possible explanation could be that students with lower marks are often in greater need of
guidance to improve their qualifications and students with better marks are already aware
of these strategies for studying and undertaking academic tasks [38,39].

It was also observed that students with higher learning-oriented self-regulation found
the number of items of the rubric more appropriate, perceived that the evaluation can be
fairer thanks to the use of the rubric, would further recommend the use of the rubric in
future years, and were generally more satisfied with the use of the rubric. As was observed
with the academic record, these correlations were also weak. However, the fact that in
this case they were repeated in three items and also in the total sum of the items provides
greater consistency to the result. Therefore, as in a previous study [40], self-regulation
of learning does seem to have a direct relationship with the perception of validity of the
rubric. This relationship of ideas could be due to the fact the students have a behavior
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based on learning instead of based on performance (the marks they get). While an excessive
number of items in a rubric could lead to difficulties in their learning, having an adequate
number makes students focus better on those items and learn the important information
to be successful in these items [15,41]. In addition, according to various studies [12,13,42],
students perceive the evaluation using the as rubric fairer, as they know how they will
be evaluated, so they can use strategies to emphasize their efforts on the most important
aspects and avoid losing time on non-essential aspects.

On the other hand, no correlation was observed between the perception of validity of
the rubric and performance/avoidance-oriented self-regulation. This result was positive
since it may indicate that the rubric is easy to use, and is not better or worse valued by the
students who have a worse or better performance/avoidance-oriented self-regulation [34].

Finally, although the professor’s evaluations were slightly higher than the students’
evaluations, high congruence was found between the professor’s and the students’ marks
when using the rubric (ICC = 0.78). In this respect, it has been demonstrated that rubrics
are a good tool for evaluation because of their good inter-subject reproducibility [1,25]. In
the present study, the degree of agreement between the evaluation of the professor and
the students remained strong even though the evaluators do not have the same academic
experiences, nor can they be included within the same academic figure. Therefore, a
well-constructed rubric is a good tool for fairer and more consistent assessments [9,34,41],
and also allows a shared evaluation between professor and students. In this sense, it
should be noted that the results found in this study may not be generalizable for all rubrics,
since the different elements involved in the design of a rubric (e.g., the experience in the
use of rubrics of the creator and of the users; the form of writing; the organization and
presentation of the text; or the previous instructions provided to the users) can make one
rubric very different from another [41,42].

One limitation of this study was that it was performed with only one subject and with
one professor. In addition, due to the weak correlations and little variability between marks,
these results must be interpreted with caution. Future studies with more professors and
subjects, and greater variability should corroborate these findings. As it remains unknown,
it would also be interesting to explore the behavior of the students’ evaluations of their
classmates based on their academic record. Students with a better academic record could
evaluate their classmates differently based on the effort they make to obtain a good result;
however, this hypothesis needs further investigation.

6. Conclusions

The results of the present study suggest that the rubric used is a good instrument for
ensuring fair and consistent evaluations of oral presentations, despite the possible differ-
ences between evaluators. A weak negative correlation was observed between academic
record and the perception of the usefulness of rubric; maybe because students with better
marks already know how they will be evaluated, and they do not need the guidance that
rubrics offer as much. In addition, a higher learning-oriented self-regulation correlated
positively with a good perception of use of the rubrics, especially in the number of items
and fairness in the evaluations. Further investigations should check whether these results
tend to repeat, mirroring to the lack of variability in the marks of this particular study.
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